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Technologies available for use in the Internet, such as streaming video footage of Olympics on the web, were
prohibited. It is very unlikely that the organizers of the Games will manage to cover such expenses with
revenues from the Olympics. Within this program, more than 14, mobile phones are distributed at no cost to
the members of Olympic committee, mass media and politicians for them to be able to receive the information
on the Games online. The fact that Romania, a Warsaw Pact country, opted to compete despite Soviet
demands led to a warm reception of the Romanian team by the United States. The Olympic Games and the
Media. Critical Studies in Mass Communication, 6,  Nine sports were on the agenda: cycling, fencing,
gymnastics, lawn tennis, shooting, swimming, track and field, weight lifting, and wrestling. In one match, both
teams made a series of basic errors, and in one match the maximum rally was just four shots. These improved
strategies are likely to strengthen the factor of sponsorship in the business field. Therefore, Olympic Games
are viewed as a perfect tool for delivering advertisement to millions of viewers worldwide. Goldstein M. In the
Women's artistic gymnastics, Australian competitor Allana Slater complained that the vault was set too low.
The IOC mandated that the Winter Games be celebrated every four years on the same year as their summer
counterpart. At the Summer Games, the gymnastics competition was expanded from seven to nine nights, and
a Champions Gala was added to draw greater interest. Today, a growing number of big companies which
traditionally spent substantial amounts to associate their brands with the image and idea of Olympic Games
ask the question if the Games are worth it. The Summer Olympics in Berlin were the first Games to be
broadcast on television, though only to local audiences. Thirteen countries competed at the Athens Games in 
He had gone on an eating binge the night before in a protest against the IOC's recognition of the state of Israel.
Though, despite overwhelming dominance of commercial element, the Games still try to preserve the level
and ideals of the Ancient Greece. Other swimmers suspected that the East German women were using
steroids, because the drugs affected their physical appearance, but the team was never caught.


